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4 ROCKFALLS 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In order to assess the technical possibilities of individual rockfalls or catastrophic falls of large 
rock masses, it is first necessary to briefly define which types of phenomena will be 
considered, as well as their intensity and probability of occurrence. According to a generally 
admitted classification, the generic term ZandSZides includes ail gravity induced movements of a 
soil or a rock mass along a slope (WP/WLI 1990). Five major mechanisms can be 
distinguished: 

fall topple s l ide f low spread. 

The major characteristic for rockfalls is the suddenness of their occurrence, associated with the 
high particle velocity. Block velocities of 20 to 40 m/s are commonly observed on landslide 
sites. 

Rockfalls consist of free falling blocks of different sizes which are usually detached from a 
steep rock wall or a cliff, after an initial block roppZing (block overturning) or a local slide, 
associated with gravity, wri:er pressure in the joints or adjacent block thrust. The block 
movement also includes boiincing, rolling and sliding with rock block fragmentation during 
slope impact (Fig. 4.1). 

F i g .  4 . 1  Diflrrcnt partirle psitions during a rockfall. 

In Switzerland, an important research programme called Matterock has been accomplished 
recently (Rouiller et al 1998). I t  deals with the study of the structural pattern of the cliff, 
confronted with the local topography and with the assessment of the probability that a rockfall 
can occur, for a given volume and shape. 

Rock blockfall analysis methods are used in order to predict the block path and the block 
energy during movement (Giani 1992). A block detached from a rock face may have the 
followinrr tvpes of inovenient ciiirinr! flight: fret: falling, bouncing, rolling, or sliding. Analytical 
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procedures for the mathematical description of the rockfall phenomenon, that consider the 
geometrical and mechanical characteristics, have been set up by several researchers in the last 
twenty years. The analytical formulations can oe divided into two categories: rigorous methods 
and lumped mass methods. In the rigorous method analysis, the size and shape of the blocks 
are assumed to be known "a priori" and ail the block movements, including those involving the 
block rotation, are considered. In the lumped mass method, however, the single block is 
considered to be a simple point of mass m and velocity v. Therefore, the rotational moments are 
not taken into accouct. 

When focusing on the relation between the dangerous natural phenomenon and the man- 
made structures to be protected (buildings, roads, lifelines), it is worth noting that the disaster 
resilient infrastructures have to be designed mainly in the slope exposed to rockfdls, because no 
relevant protection can be taken in the source area, except some attents of local stabilisation in 
the cliff zone. This is often hard to attain and dangerous to modify. 

4 . 2  ROCKFALL RESILIENT INFRASTRUCTURE 

4 . 2 . 1  Stabilisation methods 

The modification of the cliff geometry by drilling and blasting is an hazardous solution, 
associated with difficulties in controlling the fail of the blasted rock itself as well as in assessing 
the stability of the remaining rock masses. 

However, the face of the clif'f can be protected by bolting and shotcreting in order to reduce 
the rate of weakening of the rock mass or of the weathering process. The remedial works are 
not easy to execute and their effectiveness difficult to quantify by means of stability analyses or 
visual observations. 

4 . 2 . 2  Protecting measures (Fig. 4.2) 

The design of protecting measures involves the evaluation of the rockfall characteristics and the 
slope geometry (Descoeudres 1997). Rockfall modelling allows the designer to compute the 
maximum possible length of the path of a flying block, the distances between the bounces, the 
elevation of the block trajectory above ground, the velocities and the energy assumed by the 
block at any time of the movement. I n  situ observations of past rockfall damages allows 
calibration of the model. 
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Modification of slope geometry 
The creation of benches or ditches in a slope to stop failing blocks can be effective. The position 
of the benches is designed by simulating a large number of rockfalls in a computer model where 
the benches are incorporated. The rock exposed on the plane of the beams can be covered with 
uncompacted rockfill or earthmaterial to absorb a large part of the impact energy. 

Slope ditches are used to catch the blocks after a fall to prevent rolling or to change the block 
movement from falling to rolling. Rockfall modelling can also be applied for the best ditch 
positioning and for the ditch geometry design (depth and width). 

Barriers and wire net systems 
Rail walls and other stiff barriers are often used, either individually or in combination with 
ditches. Their capacity of energy absorption is low. The kinetic energy of deformation is about 
10 to 50 kNm or kJ. 

Flexible wire net systems, supported by hinged steel posts, have been extensively developed 
during the last ten years. A detailed description is given in section 4.3. The energy absorbing 
capacity has been improved from about 250 kJ in the 1980ies to more than 2'000 kJ nowadays 
with ring net ~ons~uc t ions .  

Rock Sheds 
Rockfall shelters are usually concrete structures covered on the roof by an absorbing material 
such as soil backfill used as a shock absorbing cushion. These protecting structures are 
expensive but efficient, and consequently used in areas with serious rockfall problems. A 
detailed description and design approach is given in secticx 4.4. 

Reinforced earth retaining structures 
Earthdams, often reinforced at the upstream-impact slope with strip / sheet metallic or wire 
elements, can absorb the largest kinetic energies of failing rocks, up to 30'000 kJ. The impacts 
of blocks of about 20 to 30 tons with velocities of 30 to 40 d s  create important deformations in 
the earth dam. A periodic control of the works is therefore required. Reparations are possible 
after a major event. 

4.3 WIRE NET R O C K F A L L  BARRIERS 

4.3.1 In t rod u c t i on 

For the last ten ye:lrs. flekible wire net systems have become an integral part in the 
protection against rockiali .  1 hest: modern structures consist of steel wire nets supported by 
hinged steel posts, \\,liich itre tied back by wire ropes that contain rope brakes (Fig.4.3). 

In order to stop a rock, the maximum kinetic energy of the rock has to be smaller than the 
energy absorbing capacity of the rockfall barrier. For the last ten years, this energy 
absorbing capacity has been considerably improved by the use of more sophisticated 
structural components and structural alterations. In 1985, rocks with a kinetic energy of 
about 250 kJ could be stopped; nowadays, ring net constructions capable of withstanding 
more than 2000 kJ are possible (Gerber and Haller 1997). These results could not have been 
achieved without co-operation between industrial f m s  and research institutes. This applies 
particularly to the testing of structural components and complete systems. Rockfall barriers 
have been tested 111 differer.t countries (e.g. IJSA, Japan, Taiwan, China, France, Italy, 
Switzerland) and wwki-witic contacts between researchers are quite close. In Switzerland, 
extensive full-scale testing lias been carried out by the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, 
Snow and Landscape Kese<iich (WSI,) and two industriai f m s ,  one of the latter having a 
world-wide reputation for its flexible rockfall barriers. In the following, some major results 
will be presented. 
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F i g  . 4 . 3  Rockfall Banicr with Brake Rings and Strain Gauges. 

4.3.2 Full-scale Testing of Rockfall Barriers 

The testing site at Beckenried in Switzerland is characterised by a fairly stable rock surface 
with a slope angle of about 45". In the first tests (Test Series 1) a cable crane was used to 
move the rocks up to the top of the slope from where they were set into motion, accelerated 
down the slope and - after several impacts with the ground - ended in the barrier, which was 
to be tested. Due to this set-up, the energies acting onto the barrier differed considerably. All 
the same, in 1990 a first important step in the development of rockfall barriers was reached, 
namely, the improvement in energy absorbing capacity from about 250 W to about 400 W. 
This was, so to say, the birth of the highly flexible type of rockfall barrier, internationally 
employed ever sirice. 

The aim then was to obtain higher values of a rock's kinetic energy and, accordingly, of 
the barrier's energy absorbing capacity. To this purpose, a new cable crane was installed. In 
Test Series 2, the rocks remained suspended from the cable crane during part of its 
downward motion, were released in full flight some distance above the barrier and hit the 
groynd prior to rolling or bouncing into it. The impact velocities were mostly lower than 20 
ms- . In Test Series 3, the rocks were aimed directly from the doynward moving cable 
crane at the rockfall bamer with a given velocity of about 26.5 ms- . This set-up made it 
possible to not only calculate the energy of a rock in advance, but also to hit specific points 
of the barrier quite accurately. In 1992 Test Series 3 raised the energy level to about 1000 kJ 
(Gerber and Bolt 1993) and by the end of 1997,2000 W could be absorbed. 

Comparing inteniational results, it is essential to stress the fact, that all the maximum 
values of impact energy mentioned in the context with our tests, were fully absorbed by the 
rockfall bamers themselves. That means, that no ground contact occurred during the 
deceleration phase of the rock in the net, and that the systems suffered no damage. 
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Fig.  1.1 Rockhi1 Barricr at impact. 

4.3.3 Forces arid Design Cr i te r ia  

From a structural engineer’s point of view, the energy based design method, where a 
rock’s kinetic energy is compued with the energy absorbing capacity of the rockfdi barrier, 
has its severe drawbacks. It can, among other things, not provide information about 
important safety aspects such as the factors of safety against partial or total collapse. It is 
quite clear, that, as long as a more sophisticated engineering design method is not available, 
all the different types of rockfall barriers have to be tested individually in full-scale tests. We 
are quite sure that full-scale tests will always be necessary to a certain extent. Considering 
the high costs of such tests, it would be highly desirable to minimise their number. 
Accordingly, we started to concentrate our efforts on the determination of forces acting 
during impact - a first step towards proper engineering design based on calculations rather 
than tests only. Detailed studies on the relationship between forces, bending moments and 
energy dissipation resulted, when in  one test a steel post was deliberately struck (Boll 
1995). 

Gerber and Haller (1997) report that a fast frame film camera was used to establish 
velocities, how the relationship between velocity and time allowed the calculation of the 
deceleration of each rock of given n i a s ,  and how it was possible to compute the effective 
forces acting on the rocks and the barriers, respectively. For two years, tensile strain gauges 
have also been used to record the forces acting on wire ropes, namely, guy ropes and net 
supporting ropes. 
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Fig. 1 .5  Strain Gauge Readrngs (1500 kJ -Test; 500 Samples per 
Second: 

The maxiniurn peak forces occur at about 0,2 to 0,5 seconds after contact between the 
rock and the barrier. The sooner they occur, the higher they are; thereby representing rather 
stiff and fairly flexible systems, respectively. 

From the point of view of rnaintenan,ce, a stiff system, that can still safely absorb the 
required energy, is obviously ideal. The forces, on the other hand, have to be kept within 
reasonable limits. It is therefore essential to optimise the stiffness of a system and its 
elements according to the required energy capacity. By judicious design of each different 
barrier, the maximum peak forces in  the ropes could be held at well under 250 kN, more or 
less independent on the specific maximum impact energy for which that particular system 
had been designed. In  a barrier designed to withstand an impact energy of 2000 kJ, for 
example, this energy can be dissipated within 0,5 seconds. 

4.3.4 Summary and Outlook 

The last ten years of research, development and testing have yielded interesting and 
impressive results. The energy absorbing capacity of rockfall barriers has been raised by a 
factor of eight, and the scient il'ic and technical knowledge has improved considerably. 
Despite these efforts mid results there remain, alas, still many design problems unsolved. 
Only current arid futcirc \+ark c;in provide answers. 
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In Switzerland, as well as in many other countries, Standards on rockfall barriers and 
unified testing procedures are about to be issued. This, of course, is an important step 
forward. We have to make sure, however, that individual research, development and testing 
will still be carried on to assure future progress. 

4.4 ROCK SHEDS 

4.4.1 Introduction 

in mountainous areas, highways frequently follow steep slopes. Because exposed to avalanches 
and falling rocks, they are usually protected at hazardous places by rock sheds (Fig. 4.6). 
These structures are characterised by a highly reinforced concrete roof slab covered by a soil 
layer used as a shock absorbing cushion. 

To have a better knowledge on the damping abilities of the covering cushion, and thus to 
acquire a reasonable estimation of the impulsive load due to a rockfall, an experimental study 
was carried out at the rock mechanics laboratory of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
Lausanne (Labiouse et al. 1996). This research work formed part of a specifications for the 
design of rock sheds (Montani Stoffel 1998). 

4.4.2. Description o f  problem 
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Fig.  4.6 Rockshed. Fig. 4.7 Dcfinition of problem. 

The impulsive force F on the structure and the penetration depth d are mainly governed by three 
factors (Fig.4.7) : 

Mass ni, equivalent sphere radius r.. velocity v and impact angle a of rock blocks; 
Slope, thickness e and material properties of covering cushion; 

- Structural characteristics of rock shed (scheme, strength, stiffness, natural frequencies). 

4.4.3 Test device 

The tests were conducted in a 5 m diameter and 8 m deep shaft (Fig. 4.8). At its bottom, a 
reinforced concrete slab (3.4 m x 3.4 m x 0.2 m) on four supports was covered by a soil 
layer. The experiments were conducted by block impacts on this set-up, varying the parameters 
according to Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1 
Parame ter 
Mass of block m [t] 
Radius of block r [m] 
Impact velocity v [m/s] 
Soil layer thickness e [m] 
Soil modulus ME [Wa] (whether compacted or not) 
Impact angle a ["I 

The shape of the falling weights was cylindrical with a spherical bottom, made of steel shells 
filled with concrete. Three kinds of soil materials were used: (1) gravel 3/32, (2) filling 
materials that can be economically laid on real structures: (3) materials from alluvial fans or 
scrap rocks from tunnei excavations. 

Range of tcst parameters 

0.1, 0.5, 1 
0.21, 0.36, 0.45 
4.4 +. 14 
0.35, 0.5, 1.0 
6 00.43 'O00 
44, 67, 90 

/ I  \ falling 

concrctc slab 
(3.4 ni x 3.4 111 x 0.2 in) 

Fig. 3.8 Elevation of test shaft. F i g .4 .9  Elevation of testing shaft and for 
inclined impacts. 

During an impact test, data were either directly measured or indirectly calculated from other 
measurements. From the  accelerometer located on the falling block, the deceleration of the 
weight during the impact was measured. Then a first integration enabled to determine the 
decrease of velocity with time, and a second integration the block penetration into the soil layer. 
The impulsive force Fa,, is defined as the deceleration of the falling weight multiplied by its 
mass. 

Assuming a perfectly centred impact (above P1 pressure meter) and an axisymmetrical 
distribution of earth pressure acting upon the surface of the concrete slab, the so-called 
integrated force as the resultant interaction force acting on the slab was determined (Fig.4.7). 

To evaluate the significant parameters for the slab design, a qualitative interpretation was 
performed analysing systematically the influence of each parameter. The important parameters 
of this preliminary study are: 

weight of block and its falling height, 
thickness of soil cushion a n d  its compaction degree. 
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4.4.4 Quantitative evaluation of forces 

From the experimental resLiíts, the relationship between the work due to the block penetration 
Fa,, . d and the potential energy of the block E,, was analyzed. From simple models, this 
relatian was established to be linear as 

- - . -  

.d=1.6* E,,, . (4.1) 

It is worthwhile to notice that the M E - M O ~ U ~ U S  (Modulus of subgrade reaction obtained from a 
standardised plate bearing test on the soil layer) has no influence on this relation. 

The modulus has an effect on the relation between impulsive force and penetration of the block, 
however. Thz penetration follows approximately an elastic Hertz law with a small correction 
due to the influence of the internal friction angle as 

From Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) results for the inzpulsiveforce 

This dimensionally hoinogerieous formula is to that developed by the Japan Road Association 
119781. The differences are: 

- the layer thickness e 113s 3 siiriiliu influence for an infinite layer only, 
- the internal friction angle  is not included in  the Japanese expression. This influence could not 

be assessed from thc experirncnts and the exponent 0.2 of tanyí originates from numerical 
studies by Genchi et al .  ( 1996), A l o n t m i  et al. (1997), and Donzé et al. (1999). 

A formulation for the iritcgr-circil~orc.(' tins been developed in a similar way as 

(4.4) 

This equation is similar to Eq.(4.3) with respect to the influence of the ME modulus and the 
potential energy Epc>[. Differences for the other parameters include: 

Although an influerice of rtic friction angle on the integrated force seems to be obvious, it 
has not been introduced ticre, OM ins to divergent results. 
As expected, the force aciiiig or: the slab is inversely proportional to the layer thickness, 
with the borderline case o f  a zero íorce for a layer of infinite thickness. 
The integrated force is proportiorial to the square root of the slab stiffness k divided by the 
oscillating mass after iinpact (mass of the block m + equivalent mass of the soil cushion and 
the slab M). This terni c a n  also be deduced from simple energy considerations (Tonello 
1988). 
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For both, the impulsive force Fa= and the integrated force Finl agreement between calculated 
and measured values was observed. Although the impact energies of the test campaign were 
important for laboratory experiments (100 W), they remain much smaller than on real rock 
sheds (up to 2000 kJ). For this range of high energies, it is expected that the influence of the 
plastic characteristics of the soil cushion &e. internal frictior angle) becomes important, and the 
effect of the elastic charactenstics thus less important. 

The validity range of the proposed equations related to a minimal layer thickness is: e250 cm 
and e 2 2d. Otherwise, the required damping conditions are not satisfied and the integrated 
force is acting nearly as a single load. For instance, for impacts on a 35 cm thick layer, it has 
been observed that the measured forces are larger than the calculated. 

4.4.5 Inclined impacts 

To evaluate the influence of the impact angle, some additional tests were conducted by changing 
the testing device as shown in Figure 4.9. A ring and a strap were attached by an articulation to 
the wall of the testing shaft. During the fall, the block was dropped in the ring, the attachments 
stabilising the system horizontally break, the whole system block-ring-strap described a circle 
by turning around the articulation to produce an inclined impact. The impact angle was varied 
by changing the attachment point and the length of the strap. The main results were: 

For blocks completely stopped after first impingement, the impulsive force doesn't change. 
However, a reduction of this force occurs when the block keeps a part of its kinetic energy 
after impact. 
The reduction of thc integrated force a:; a function of die impact anglz a is 

(4.6) 

4.4.6 Conclusions 

A qualitative interpretation of the expenmental results allowed to analyse systematically the 
influence of each parmieter. The most important factors with regard to the design of rock sheds 
are: 

- the weight of the block and iis fdll ing height, 
- the thickness of the soil cushion and its compaction degree. 

The several forces rneasured during the testing campaign were compared qualitatively. Then, 
statistical analyses resulted i n  mathematical expressions for the impulsive force and the 
integratedforce. Some of the results may be influenced by the specific test program. Although 
the impact energies were large for laboratory experiments (100 U), they remain much smaller 
than on real rock sheds (up to 2000 U). For that reason, an in-situ testing program should be 
undertaken in the future. 
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